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Running with Scissors book. Read reviews from the world's largest community for readers. The true story of an outlaw
childhood where rules were un.

Organized by assorted traumas, the film seems dated and smug think The World According to Garp. The
parents divorce when Burroughs is 11, and his mother starts taking baths with broken glass, writing backwards
with a glitter pen and discovering she is a lesbian. Elder daughter Hope Gwyneth Paltrow talks to her cat and
uses randomly chosen Biblical words to guide her life. Burroughs grew up in Massachusetts in the s, and he
renders American period detail with a peculiar intensity. If you take the movie just as a movie its slightly
better but still has a ton of problems. But that was published a while back. As is often the case with
adaptations of this kind, the loss of the first-person voice creates a dramatic void at the heart of the story.
These are just a few possible reactions to a book. Burroughs makes everyone sound just kind of kooky. Finch
Jill Clayburgh proves to be the most compassionate and durable member of his new "family, " which includes
two differently damaged daughters: devoutly religious Hope Gwyneth Paltrow and rebellious Natalie Evan
Rachel Wood. It was still an entertaining movie with strong acting This is one of those movies I found to be
way underrated. Finally, all the performances here especially by Bening, Cox, and Clayburgh are
oscar-worthy, powerhouse performances. Engaging as he is, Mr. Nearly every supporting character with a
speaking part is either an oddball or a freak. Her son believes in her, or at least humors her, which makes her
abandonment of him especially cruel, and also more than a little self-destructive. Finch, her therapist, who
hovers somewhere on the spectrum between utter charlatan and complete lunatic. Family dramas featuring an
array of offbeat characters can succeed by selecting one of two paths. With the exception of Deirdre, whose
willingness to sacrifice her son and her sanity to a mirage of personal fulfillment takes a visible toll on her,
they seem static and a little unreal, freakish specimens of human failure pinned to a velvet cushion so we can
watch them squirm, and squirm along with them. How does he come to eventually understand her behavior?
The biggest being that it struggles to develop all its characters and it jumps around a whole bunch. But hey
three chapters of development and then putting them all down like rabbid dogs would have made for an even
worse book. Really, really gross, but, like, so funny as well. Cross often seems like more of an observer than a
participant, and his Augusten seems curiously invulnerable to the madness that surrounds him. Whether you
like it or love it, miss this film and risk being the only one who didn't see it. He believes in the predictive
powers of his own shits and he practises "bible-dips", dipping into the Bible at random for guidance. The Bill
Evans, Vince Guaraldi soundtrack is a powerhouse soundtrack and unique for a film these days, especially for
ones that they bathe in Danny Elfmann instrumentations and 70's rock and I'm not knockin' that music but I'm
just a-sayin'. How is the "therapy" that Deirdre and Augusten receive from Dr. Brian Cox has his enjoyable
moments, vacillating between an affable grandfather figure and a manipulative Svengali. Continue reading
Show less Is it any good? So when everything around you is so corrupt, generally weirded-out and psychotic,
what can you do? On the other hand, the comedy is so low-key as to be absent. The problem isn't that it's a
downer, although it is, but that it's a tiresome trek into familiar territory populated by one-dimensional
stereotypes. Then there are the inhabitantsâ€¦ Dr. With the exception of Augusten, Natalie, and arguably
Dierdre, the population is paper-thin. The few obvious attempts at jokes aren't funny, especially considering
the grim tone. Feb 9, This is one of those movies I found to be way underrated.


